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Introduction 

Call fraud is not a new problem; it has been an issue for many years.  One of the early fraudsters 

was Josef Carl Engressia, known as Joybubbles (Wikipedia, 2015) who was able to whistle DTMF 

tones and make free long distance calls from payphones. Until his arrest in the 1960s, he made 

money by selling these calls for $1 each. 

Now that telephony services are delivered over IP networks, there are many more ways of 

making fraudulent calls. As with any IP application, hackers and fraudsters have a wide range of 

attack tools available and do not have to rely on whistling down a payphone.  This makes call 

fraud a much bigger and more expensive problem. There are many reports of victims receiving 

phone bills for over $100,000. In 2012 AT&T dropped a law suit against a small engineering 

company over an unpaid phone bill of $981,000, the result of fraudulent calls to Somalia (CBS 

Boston, 2012). 

UM Labs specialise in providing security for Unified Communications  (UC) applications which 

includes VoIP calls made over SIP, the standard protocol for IP service delivery.  This whitepaper 

shows how fraudsters are exploiting cyber security weaknesses and using techniques borrowed 

from the hacking world to make money out of fraudulent calls. The security controls provided in 

the UM Labs Platform provides a number of effective defences against this problem. 

 

Call Fraud Patterns 

Call fraud exists for one simple reason; it is a way of making money. There are two main types of 

call fraud on IP networks. The first is to avoid paying for your calls by making them at someone 

else's expense. The second is where the fraud victim pays the attacker money. 

The first form of fraud is the logical extension of the technique used by Joybubbles, the only 

difference is that the fraudster uses hacking tools and can therefore attack any phone system 

with an IP connection and carry out these attacks on a much bigger scale. 

The second form, often known as International Revenue share Fraud (ISRF), relies on the 

Fraudster setting up premium rate numbers and the forcing a victim's phone system to dial 

those numbers. The fraudster then collects the revenue generated by those calls. IRSF can be 

very expensive for the victim. If the target premium rate number costs $1 per minute, then an 

attacker only has to get the victim's phone system to dial 10 calls in parallel to make $600 per 

For nearly as long as the telephone network has existed, call fraud has been a problem for 

service providers. The use of IP networks for service delivery to both enterprises and 

consumers has lead to an increase in this problem. This increase in fraud directly impacts 

service provider revenues. This whitepaper outlines source of call fraud on IP telephony 

networks and show how VoIP and UC security functions provided by UM Labs can control call 

fraud. 
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hour or $14,400 per day. These attacks can often continue unnoticed until the next phone bill is 

received. 

In both cases, the attacks are almost always conducted in two phases. Phase 1 is the discovery 

phase where the fraudster searches the Internet for potential targets. This phase normally uses 

a SIP OPTIONS request. An OPTIONS request is an application level ping or are-you-there 

request. If an IP address answers then there is a SIP system at that address and a potential target 

has been found. 

The second phase is the exploit phase. Here the attacker uses a range to techniques to connect 

to the target system, find a valid user name and either to discover a user's password or find an 

account with no password and start making calls. Finding a valid user name is relatively easy, 

many systems, particularly the systems designed as IP-PBXs use extension numbers as user 

names. Guessing a user name is then a simple matter of cycling through the 3, 4 or possibly 5 

digit numbers. Finding a password is often easier than it should be as many systems are 

configured with weak passwords. Once user details have been discovered the fraudster will send 

a SIP INVITE request (a request to establish a new call) to the target system. If this call connects 

then the fraudster is able to start making calls in volume. 

These techniques are very effective. UM Labs recently set up a honey-pot test. This was a 

commonly used IP-PBX with a number of user accounts and using passwords typical of many 

deployed systems.  This honey pot was found by a fraudster within 24 hours. In the following 

hour, over 350 fraudulent calls were made including calls to destinations such as Mali and Haiti. 

Target Number Country Description Time Duration 

22370765--- MALI Mali Mobile 17:30 01:18 

22370138--- MALI Mali Mobile 17:31 00:25 

22379182--- MALI Mali Mobile 17:31 00:32 

23233750--- SIERRA LEONE Sierra Leone Mobile 17:31 00:21 

50935689--- HAITI Haiti Mobile 17:31 00:01 

50937245--- HAITI Haiti Mobile 17:31 00:23 

22379398--- MALI Mali Mobile 17:32 00:09 

50934654--- HAITI Haiti Mobile 17:41 00:10 

 

 

UM Labs Security Controls 

The UM Labs Platform includes a wide range of security controls to protect against the complete 

range of security threats facing UC and VoIP systems including: 

 Network level attacks such as port scanning and DoS attacks 

 Application level attacks including directory harvest attacks, brute force password 

guessing attacks, flooding attacks, malformed message attacks and call fraud. 

 Content level attacks including call monitoring and replay attacks. 
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The platform uses a range of security technologies to implement the required controls.  Many of 

these security controls provide protection against call fraud.  

 Blacklisting. The UM Labs platform is able to block SIP messages on a number of 

parameters including message content. This enables the system to detect, log and block 

the OPTIONS scans that are used to detect potential targets and also to recognise and 

block fraudulent calls made using know hacking tools. 

 Call routing and route validation.  The UM Labs platform performs routing validation on 

all calls and other requests and rejects all calls not correctly routed. This is an effective 

control against fraudulent calls as most fraudsters use routing information that can be 

easily blocked. 

 Authentication. The UM Labs platform ensures that all call requests are correctly 

authenticated. This mechanism provides a higher level of authentication than is 

available on many IP-PBX systems. 

 Encryption. Implementing encryption services for remote users and rejecting calls that 

arrive over an unencrypted channel automatically excludes fraudulent calls.  

 Call Rate Limiting.  The UM Labs platform limits the rate of new call requests or the 

number of active calls. These rates can be applied by source IP address, caller number 

and called number or can apply to an identified group of users. 

 

Real-time Blacklisting 

While the standard security controls provided by UM Labs provide effective controls for call 

fraud, these controls can be strengthened with the latest development from UM Labs, a real-

time blacklist (RBL). The concept of a RBL is not new, RBLs have been used very successfully to 

detect and block spam email. Email RBLs work by collecting data on the source IP addresses of 

email detected as spam and then sharing that data with other RBL users. 

The UM Labs RBL collects both source IP addresses of fraudulent network activity and the called 

party numbers (B-Numbers) when fraudulent calls are made. Fraudulent network activity 

includes the SIP OPTIONS probe requests and fraudulent SIP INVITE requests described in the 

section on Call Fraud Patterns.   

The RBL relies on the UM Labs Platform to collect data on fraudulent calls and to use the 

collected data to provide an additional layer of protection against this problem. The RBL also has 

a mechanism to accept inputs from other sources such as fraud data collected by other means 

including honeypots designed to attract and detect fraudulent calls.  

When an inbound  call or other VoIP or UC request is received by the UM Labs platform, the 

platform can check both the dialled number and source IP address of the request and take the 

necessary action. The checks against the RBL are completed in real-time, so every UM Labs 

platform participating in this RBL gets the latest data without the need to download and update 

a large database. 
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The RBL system collects fraud data from multiple UM Labs systems deployed in carrier or 

enterprise clouds and data centres or in end-user premises. This data is generated by the local 

fraud detection methods described in the discussion on the UM Labs Security Controls. Each 

report is uploaded in real-time where it is validated and then loaded into the database. Once 

accepted, this data is immediately available for use by other UM Labs systems. The source IP 

address and the called party number for each call can then be checked by the RBL system. If a 

previous fraud report has been made for the dialled number or the source IP address of the 

incoming call, then the call can be blocked.  The lookup mechanism is very efficient and includes 

local and regional caching to ensure that the call be handled with minimal delay. 

 

Fraud Database 

The  RBL is a recent innovation from UM Labs, but it all ready includes over 80,000 reports 

identifying the IP addresses of OPTIONS scans and fraudulent calls and 17,500 reports 

indentifying called party numbers.  As more UM Labs systems start contributing to the database 

this number will grow rapidly.  Based on this data, the country most frequently dialled by 

fraudulent calls is Gambia while most fraudulent calls originate from Germany or the USA as 

shown the following graphs. 
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